Ford explorer 4.0 to 4.6 swap

What exactly would I need to swap from the 4. I am an ex Ford tech. The vehicle was given to me
by my dad and if possible I'd like to convert it to something more powerful and reliable. OJ
answered 3 years ago. If memory serves was a generational year change for the explorer. The
V-8 Windsor engine previously used was replaced by the 4. Anything different will probably
cause problems. FOR's suggestion sounds like the easiest way to go. One of the same
generation. What inexpensive motor can I swap in my 03 ford explorer eddie bouer from another
ford. I have read from multiple sources that I wanted to do a V8 sawp in my v6 Ford explorer
sport and I was told that I should be able to get a donor V8 ,trans and wiring harness from a
Mercury mountaineer and it would be a easy s I have a different car. Content submitted by Users
is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. C6 to V8
4. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.
Get Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. OJ answered 5 years ago. I know that but
what 4. Check the 8th digit of your vin and the letter engine is probably listed as "W". This
engine was used in the and 05 models. Take note though I purchased a V6 explorer new which
was suppose to come with the 4. A year of so later I was doing some minor work and noticed I
had the old 4. I immediately check with Ford and learned some leftover engines from model year
, which used both V6 engines, were installed in the model. I was instructed to check the engine
code with the vin. Sure enough the code was for the older engine. Using an engine with the
same engine code should work. Carl answered 4 years ago. Rachel answered 3 years ago. Will a
4. LeeInAlaska answered 3 years ago. Guru7XYP answered 3 years ago. Guru9ZTX6 answered 3
years ago. BossV8 answered 3 years ago. James answered 3 years ago. Can I put my Chevy S10
2. GuruD6RH1 answered 3 years ago. Har answered 3 years ago. Bri answered 3 years ago. Will
a motor or of a Ford expedition model for in a Ford explorer 4. GuruY5WJJ answered 3 years
ago. Will the transmission from a ford explorer 4. Glenn answered 2 years ago. James answered
2 years ago. As for ease of bolt in you should keep to what was offered in the line up. Now lets
say you want to keep the explorer but want better MPG. Grab the rear end for parts if you have
the solid axle in the explorer , seats from the ranger. Most of the guts from a ranger will
interchange. But many Ranger v-8s I have seen were taken from Explorers. But over the years I
have seen crazy stuff done to retrofit things into cars. If you want to do these types of thing you
better have the know how to do yourself or deep pockets to pay someone to do it for you. I
really liked the low rider Explorer I saw with a fe motor built for a drag racing but streetable
application. He had to cut the firewall and redo some of the cabin floor and firewall. GuruWV6NV
answered 2 years ago. If they are ohv and sohc different motors they are the same exact size
and will fit but electrics will be different. Make sure to take the computer too. If the motors are
different you may need the trans connection plate also this i am not so sure on for the V-6 two
motors they had 2 manual tranny units and 2 auto units. So if it is the same motor and tranny
combo it makes it all easier. Theoretically they are the same size but may need a tweek to fit or
adapter plate for the tranny. The 4 door should all interchange ok, in they still had the SOHC
cologne v-6 with same trannys. Again 4 door model should be same sizes. Cory answered 2
years ago. Hi does anyone know if a Ford Explorer V6 4l block would be the same block as a
Ford Courier rear wheel drive 4l V6. Alonsillo answered 2 years ago. Subi answered 2 years ago.
Im trying to put a deisel engine in a Ford Explorer Sport is that even possible??? GuruVN6SB
answered 2 years ago. GuruXY3B6 answered 2 years ago. Be very wary when trying to swap
Triton engines. Griz78 answered 2 years ago. Theodore answered 2 years ago. Normally I would
say if it fits a Ford Ranger then it should go in an Explorer. Most folks want to get away from the
Explorer V-6 cause of the timing chains issues and extreme cost of that repair alone. That will
leave one engine choice FACTORY the v-8 you will have to find a good Explorer with the v-8 pull
it and the computer modules and change a couple things in the explorer. This motor swap is
also plausible for the Ford Ranger of similar years. It is easy if you have the same year make
and model, a little bit more difficult if you change between years or if you move to a next gen
vehicle. Many have said you cant cause the Explorer weighs more than the Ranger but I have
the short 2 door sport curb weight is almost identical. I will loose power but gain mileage.
Would you drive an Explorer that gets 30mpg? Most folks would never go smaller. SMOSH
answered about a year ago. GuruLH2LR answered about a year ago. GuruLQS2N answered
about a year ago. I have a Mercury Mountaineer and motor and transmission have issues. It's a
4 liter 6 cylinder. Can a Ford Explorer that has 4 liter 6 cylinder that was wrecked in front be
interchangeable with hood and front fender and Grill and Radiator. GuruL67DK answered about
a year ago. Guru1D94W answered about a year ago. I have a 98 ford ranger xly 4x4 4l v6 ohv I'm

wondering if the will work for the sway it's a 4x4 as well don't no much more about it tho.
Jdmoore4 answered about a year ago. Guru11MWM answered about a year ago. I have a 06
mustang that needs a new motor, I also have a 98 ford explorer, they both have a 4. Will that
explorer engine fit into my mustang? AJdeHoog answered about a year ago. Hi everyone I'm
looking to do a rebuild on a 03 two door explore spot, will a of the same year fit on the
transmission and how hard is it to go from computer to carburetion. GuruR7VTH answered
about a year ago. I have a ford explorer 4. Jason answered 9 months ago. Will a motor from a
explorer xls 4. Michael answered 9 months ago. In a explorer you have to save all the part. Moter
mount. Oil sensor crank sensor. By injeters connector on line plug in the wires. The ac pump
and line. Grind out the ac to fit around the wires on the throttle plate. Cut the line on the can
side to plug in the to line on the 96 to the Cam sensor is a 3 cap by the 2 Cape and wire adapter.
Plug in. Mufler adaptors plug in. Make a tube to go up to the platinum. Plug in wires. Thermos
sensor on the right plug in. Save the pressure sensor by s water fitting to plug in to afill
pressure regulators. And make return line in tank. By bigger fill pump to plug in. Wire in. To
plug in thotollplat and egr. Plug it in. Giampapa answered 9 months ago. Would a Ford Explorer
4. Trying to beef up my little truck. Will a transmission from a or ford ranger fit in a ford
explorer? I hope this thread is still active. A friend of mine needs the answer pretty fast. Thank
you. Both are 4. DaBullsMobileGarage answered about a month ago. If I need to change the
transmission too, so be it, but I have put to much money into this thing over the years and Not
enough in the engine Any and all suggestions are appreciated! OJ answered about a month
ago. DaBull: The only alternative you have would be to find a remaufacturered 4. I believe the
Vin engine code is "X". I had a 96 with this engine and it was a good reliable engine. It will have
a lot less HP than the 5. The cost of the remanufacturered not rebuilt engine would probably be
around 3, plus installation. You will have to reprogram the PCM also. Not to mention wiring,
sensors, valve covers, intake, throttle body, exhaust, etc. All at additional cost. Guru95GGRP
answered about a month ago. Hey guys I'm thinking about swapping a ford explorer into a ford
ranger any ideas on if this would work they r both 4. I have a 4. I am having a hard time finding a
reasonably priced replacement engine. Is there another Ford engine I could look at also that is
interchangeable This explorer is 2WD and 4wd with the press of a button, so im not sure what
that will be considered. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your
cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. What engines are
interchangeable? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Ford Explorer question. Search Ford Explorer Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale.
Used Cars for Sale. Since , the Ford Explorer and Mecury Mountaineer have undergone a
number of noticeable engine changes. Glen Beanard reveals which engines offer newer features
and offers tips on how to handle service and repair challenges with these vehicles. Since , the
Explorer and Mountaineer have undergone a number of noticeable changes. With the model,
comes several more. The two power plants available are still the 4. Starting with , the 4. Prior to ,
the Explorer used a two-valve 4. Another change for the 4. Both the 4. The PCV valve on the 4.
After , the 4. The oil requirements of the 4. The 4. The 5R55 transmission is a dipstick-less
design. In the bottom of the transmission pan is the fill port see Photo 3. The filling is achieved
by use of a fluid transfer tool that can pump the fluid up through the center of the filler housing
after removal of the T Torx screw. The outer hex portion of the filler housing is not a drain plug!
The filler housing is not intended or designed to be removed. If the filler housing is removed,
damage to the pan will most likely result. Often, the nut that is mounted inside the pan will tear
away and cause a severe leak and pan damage without ever being able to remove the housing
at all. The traditional pan-drop is the intended draining method for the transmission. Filling is
achieved at idle in park on a warm transmission. Simply fill the pan through the T bolt hole until
the fluid runs back out when the tool is pulled away. Re-install the T bolt when the fluid stops
running back out of the hole. The fluid requirement for the 5R55 is Mercon V. The transmission
behind the 4. The 6R60 transmission requires Mercon SP fluid. Use of Mercon V in a 6R60 can
cause damage to the transmission. The 6R60 trans has a dipstick, but not in a traditional design
of a dipstick. This transmission uses a mini-dipstick located on the passenger side of the
transmission, toward the front of the trans, and just above the pan see Photos 4 and 5. The
metal sealing cap of the mini dipstick is a 19 mm hex, and does pull out of the cap so that the
technician can dip the stick straight into the fluid for measurement without having to repeatedly
screw it in and out. Fluid level is critical on this transmission. The 6R60 transmission also uses
an internal thermostatic valve that seriously interferes with the use of a cooler line type fluid

exchange machine flush machine. Flow through the cooler only occurs when allowed by the
thermostatic valve. Therefore, a flush machine is only effective when the trans is hot enough to
allow cooler line flow. This may take a very long time to achieve, and Ford says that cooler line
style machines are not compatible at all with this transmission. In order to be able to flush one
of these transmissions, the vehicle will have to be driven at highway speeds, then returned
immediately to the shop for hook up to the machine before the vehicle can cool. The only
factory recommended service method is to lower the pan. Over the last few years, a new quick
connect has found its way into the Ford platforms see Photo 6. This new cooler line connection
is found in two sizes, and both require a new tool to navigate the bubble flare found in the line
near the connection see Photo 7. The tool pictured here is the smaller diameter, and more
popular, of the required tools. The and up Explorer and Mountaineer now use an electric
viscous fan clutch. This is a mechanical fan clutch that the PCM has control over see Photo 8.
The wiring harness for this fan clutch routes between the spinning fan blades and the belt. It is
found on both engine options from and up. The fan clutch consists of three main parts â€” a
working reservoir, a chamber and a clutch actuator. The reservoir stores fluid that is transferred
back and forth between the reservoir and the chamber. The actuator controls the fluid
movement between the two. To speed up the fan, the actuator allows more fluid to pass from
the reservoir to the chamber. In contrast, to slow down the fan, less fluid is allowed into the
chamber. Once the fluid is inside the chamber, the energy transfer from the fan pulley to the
blades is performed similar to that of what takes place inside of a torque converter. The PCM
monitors a fan speed sensor during closed-loop operation, which is a Hall effect sensor. To
diagnose the operation of the viscous fan clutch, a scan tool with the ability to monitor the
actuator command and the actual fan speed PIDs will be needed. An oscilloscope also may be
needed to test the signal from the speed sensor as well as the PWM command from the PCM to
the clutch actuator. Assuming your scan tool is capable, you will be able to view the burn time
of each individual spark event on the scanner. This is very helpful in ignition diagnostics
because as secondary resistance increases, as in the case of overly worn spark plugs or a lean
cylinder, the burn time will shorten. If secondary resistance lowers, as in the case of a fouled
plug or low compression, the burn time will lengthen. Previously, the only real way to measure
spark duration was by use of an oscilloscope. Currently, secondary KVs are not shown, but we
can always hope that one day they will be. Special Topics Webinars Video Podcasts. Magazine
Current Issue Past Issues. Connect with us. Advertise Subscribe Contact Us. By Glen Beanard.
Click to comment. Watch a webinar for free on-demand! Listen to the latest Underhood Service
podcast. Stay up to date with the latest Underhood Service news. By Glen Beanard Beanard. By
Andrew Markel. Diagnostics: Power Window Regulator Replacement. Video Series View More
Videos. Sponsored Content. If this describes you, below is a guide on how you can make this
change. The result will be added torque and a happier you. With the confidence needed and
budget underway, you can get started on this relatively straightforward process. You should
have an engine hoist, air tools, a torque wrench, a welder, and a set of sockets and wrenches.
You can also have a lift, which is not necessary, but it will make the processes much more
manageable. Where you cannot get a friend, maybe have some cases of beer to keep you
occupied. It will take a while. Be sure not to drink so much that you end up damaging the car or
hurting yourself. For the parts, you should be careful such that you do not end up with parts
that cannot fit or work together. Find out what will work for your f 4. Well, it makes the process
easier, and that is the goal in this case. You will need a 5. For the intake manifold, you can
choose to get some aftermarket fuel rails. You will not need them, but they go a long way in
ensuring the success of this swap. If you do not have to buy something, it helps to save that
cash for future costs. A good example would be the stock water pump. In this case, you can
reuse what you have in place, as it will work just as well. O-ring fittings will be necessary on the
fuel, as well as prothane motor mounts. When dealing with a V6, in the case of f 4. At this point,
you have everything you will need for the 4. Ensure that you are ready because it will be hard to
take breaks during some of these steps. When it comes to a 5. Be sure to make the necessary
modifications to ensure that the replacement works as it should. And be ready to experience
increased torque that will have you feeling like a mechanic in the making. Take care, and good
luck! Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Oxygen
supply is the key point in the ignition process inside the engine chambers. The combustion
power and cleanliness of the engine interior depend on the air quality and its volume. For this
reason, you should always When considering Best Oils For 6. Today there are many engine oils
from different Powerful diesel engines and 6. High-quality synthetic oils help protect the engine
at such loads Installation begins by raising the vehicle and removing the tire. Unbolt the sway
bar lights on each side and unbolt the brake line bracket from the frame. There were so many
reviews and negative issues I read when I levelled my They are often located away from

doorways or places where passersby could potentially be accidentally walked on by customers;
such as parking lots or garages. Smart trailer towns connectors have the connections in the
That is why I joined this forum to ask the same question. I have a short 94w box with an
extended 2wd cab with 5. Main Question: I just purchased a 94 F with k on it. So far it looks to
be working quite Manufacturers strive to create the most efficient and durable headlights, which
will replace the old front lighting units. They do it Replacing F Headlights Replacing headlights
is a common thing in car services. Many owners have to change their headlights if they are out
of o
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